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Phases for Jira

About the Phases for Jira app
The Phases for Jira app from Sellegi is an extension to Jira Software that can be installed from the
Atlassian Marketplace. This document is a manual for the Phases for Jira app.

Capacity planning with the Phases for Jira app.

Phases are important statuses for the epic issue type. If epic statuses are not your thing, you can
work with stories instead of phases.
With the Phases for Jira app, you can do capacity planning for teams, and you can keep track of
planned start and end dates for work, and compare them to actual start and end dates.

What can Phases for Jira do?
Load versus capacity planning for teams or individuals

“My planned phase” with remaining estimate 80 hours creates a load on 93 hours per week between
the start and end date. Since our capacity varies between 70 and 120 hours per week, load versus
capacity is illustrated as red, yellow or green.
The main focus for the Phases for Jira app is to help you to manage and visualize load and capacity
for teams or individuals on a timeline. Load is estimated in hours and has a start and end date.
Capacity is specified for teams or individuals as hours per week. A team or an individual can have a
default capacity, and it is possible to specify periods of non-default capacity in the timeline.

Brian is usually working 40 hours per week, but we have used a capacity symbol to indicate that for
one week in January, Brian will work half time.

Planned versus actual start and end dates for work
This is about visualizing the differences on a timeline between planned start and end dates for work,
as compared to actual start and end dates for the same work. The visualized work can be either your
main issue type (like all stories in a sprint or release), or it can be different phases (important
statuses) of an epic.

F1 is a planned phase (or story) for the epic, with planned start and end dates.
The actual date symbol behind F1 indicates actual start and end dates.
The Phases for Jira app allows you to see start and end dates for phases. You can plan ahead with
planned phases having start and end dates, and you can look both back in time and at the current

situation with actual start and end dates. You can get an overview of planned phases in a timeline,
with one row for each epic and all its related planned phases with actual dates.
For a planned phase (saved as a separate issue using an issue type suitable for planned phases), we
can edit and view information such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Name
Start date
End date
Team (in a Teams field)
Assignee
Remaining estimate
Fix Version/s (Release)
Status

For an actual date symbol (with information derived from either the epic or the phase/story itself),
we can view information such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name
Start date
End date
Status

Issue type alternatives for phases
In Jira Software, you are normally working with issue types like stories, which can have links to epics.
The Phases for Jira app allows you to work in two different ways, as described in the two sections
below.
Alternative 1: Using your main issue type (like story) for planned phases
Story B
8 story points, 40 hours
Start & end date, team
Epic A
Story C
5 story points, 30 hours
Start & end date, team

Stories acting also as planned phases.

You can work with your normal main issue type, like story, extended for use by the Phases for Jira
app. Your story issue type becomes the issue type to use for planned phases in the Phases for Jira
app. The table below describes how the story issue type is used together with the Phases for Jira app.

Estimation
Dates
Assigned to
Shown in timeline

Story issue type
Story points (optional, not used by the Phases for Jira app) &
remaining estimate in hours
Start date and Due date
Assignee or Team
Yes

A story assigned to a team. The remaining estimate of 80 hours and 2 days left to the due date for the
planned phase gives us a load on 280 hours per week.

Alternative 2: Using a separate issue type for planned phases
Epic A
Story B
8 story points
Story C
5 story points

Phase D
40 hours
Start & end date, team

Phase E
30 hours
Start & end date, team

An epic having both stories and separate planned phases.

Instead of showing your main issue type in the timeline, you can work with and show phases. This is a
new issue type that we will add to the project for this alternative. The Phase issue type becomes the
issue type to use for planned phases in the Phases for Jira app.

An epic with four phases.






Phases represent important statuses in your epic.
Since each epic goes through the same set of important statuses/phases, the same phase
names are reused for a new set of planned phase issues, for each epic. You can for instance
use phase names like Analysis, Design, Test and Deployment, or P1, P2 and P3.
Phases are similar to stories, and both can be linked to the same epic.
When we have both phases and stories in our project, they have different focuses, as
described in the table below.

Used for

Estimation
Dates
Assigned to
Shown in timeline

Story
Normal work item planning and
execution in Jira Software, on
the individual level.
Story points (optional, not used
by the Phases for Jira app)
No
Assignee
No

Phase
Planning epic phases on the
team level.
Remaining estimate in hours
Start date and Due date
Assignee or Team
Yes

Planned phase symbols
In the previous section, we looked at the differences between using your main issue type or a
separate and new phase issue type for planned phases. On the timeline, there is no difference
between the two. We call them planned phases in both cases. Planned phases are shown as symbols
on the timeline, in the top part of the timeline, with rows representing epics.
A planned phase issue can be treated just like any other issue in Jira Software. We can affect how the
planned phase issue will appear on the timeline in mainly the following ways:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create a planned phase issue.
Link the planned phase issue with an epic.
Specify start and end dates for the planned phase issue.
Assign the planned phase issue to a team or individual.
Estimate remaining hours for the planned phase issue.

On the timeline, we can do the following things with a planned phase:
1. Create a planned phase issue.

Press the ’+’ button to create a planned phase for the epic.
2. Specify start and end dates for the planned phase issue.

Drag and drop planned phase symbols to set new start and/or end dates.
3. Edit remaining hours for the planned phase issue.

Click on the text for the remaining estimate to edit it directly in the symbol.
4. Navigate to the Jira Software planned phase issue page, where we for instance can:
a. Link the planned phase issue with an epic.
b. Assign the planned phase issue to a team or individual.

The planned phase symbol
The first row of the planned phase symbol contains a link to the planned phase issue, followed by the
name (summary) of the planned phase.

A planned phase symbol (here representing a story)
The second row of the planned phase symbol shows things like:
1. Informational icons with tooltips.

The first informational icon has a bottom tooltip that wants us to estimate the phase
in hours.

The second informational icon has a bottom tooltip that wants us to associate the
phase with a team.
2. Warning icons indicating that load exceeds capacity for the planned phase period, for the
assigned team or individual.

A warning icon warning us that load is exceeding capacity for Team A.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Remaining hours
Associated team
Planned phase issue status
Assigned individual

7. Associated release

A planned phase with remaining hours, associated team, planned phase issue status,
assignee and fix version.

Loads and capacities for teams and/or individuals

Estimated planned phases (stories) can be found at the top of the timeline. Load symbols can be
found at the bottom of the timeline.
The bottom part of the timeline shows loads and capacities for teams or individuals. There are also
two additional rows:



The Total row: On this row, all loads and capacities are summed up, from all teams or users,
as well as from the Unassigned row (see below).
The Unassigned row: Here, you will find loads coming from planned phases that are not
associated with a team or user.
o If you do not want to assign planned phases to teams or individuals, you can use this
row as your one-and-only “default team” when doing capacity planning. You can
specify capacities for this row, in the same way as if there was a team named
“Unassigned”.
o On the other hand, if you want to assign planned phases to teams or individuals, you
should specify capacities for teams or individuals instead.

Capacity symbols

Brian is normally working full time (40h/week). By adding capacity symbols to the timeline, we can
specify deviations, with other velocities (how fast the team or individual can work) for specific periods
of time.
Capacities are specified in hours per week.
Default capacities
Each team or individual can have a default capacity. Default capacities are:
1. Specified in settings, under Team capacities or User capacities.

Team and user default capacities specified as settings.
2. Shown in the timeline, in the left column for a team or individual.
3. Valid as the capacity for the team or individual, unless there is a capacity symbol in the
timeline for the period we are interested in.
Capacity issues
A capacity symbol represents a period when a team or an individual is not working with their default
capacity. The capacity is saved in a capacity issue that is assigned to an individual or associated with a
team. The name of the capacity issue indicates the velocity for the period, for instance “40h/week”.
To be able to add capacity issues to our timeline, we have to specify the capacity issue type in
settings.



We must also make the new capacity issue type available in our project. Normally, the
capacity issue type has the same configuration as the planned phase issue type. Read more
about how the Jira Software project can be configured to support the Phases for Jira app in
the second part of this manual.

Working with capacity issues
A capacity issue can be treated just like any other issue in Jira Software. We can affect how the
capacity issue will appear on the timeline in mainly the following ways:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Create a capacity issue.
Specify start and end dates for the capacity issue.
Specify the capacity for the period, by giving the capacity issue a name like “100h/week”.
Assign the capacity issue to a team or individual.

On the timeline, we can do the following things with a capacity symbol:
1. Create a capacity symbol for a team or individual.

Press the ‘+’ -button to create a new capacity symbol.
2. Specify start and end dates for the capacity issue.

Drag the capacity symbol to change start and/or end dates.
3. Click on the text in the symbol indicating the capacity (“50h/week”), to change the capacity
for the period.

Change the capacity directly in the capacity symbol.
4. Navigate to the Jira Software capacity issue page, where we for instance can:
a. Assign the capacity to another team or individual.

Load symbols
The bottom part of the timeline shows loads and capacities for teams or individuals. A load symbol
will appear on the timeline for a team or individual when a planned phase issue is assigned to the
team or individual.

A planned phase (story) assigned to Brian creates a load for Brian.
The load symbol for a team or individual has a “+” button that can be used to create a capacity for
the team or individual during the same period. This gives you more control over initial start and end
dates for the created capacity symbol, than if you use the ‘+’-button for the team or individual in the
left column.
Load symbol: Indicating load
The load symbol is indicating load in hours per week. The hours per week value is calculated from the
planned phase, by taking the following things into account, from the planned phase:



The remaining estimate in hours.
The start and end date.

Brian is having a hectic weekend, working on two stories at the same time.
Note that the load is summed up from several planned phases associated with the same team or
individual, when the start and end dates are overlapping. The load calculation is done for each
individual day.

When the timeline is shown with day granularity, each load symbol represents a constant load (in
hours per week) for the period it covers. There may be more load symbols than planned phase
symbols. For instance: If two planned phases that are partly overlapping in time are assigned to the
same team, we may end up with three load symbols:




The first load symbol represents 48h/week load coming from only the first planned phase.
The middle load symbol represents 64h/week load coming from both planned phases.
The last load symbol represents 16h/week load coming from only the second planned phase.

Load symbol: Indicating capacity
The load symbol is also indicating the capacity in hours per week, which is valid for the same period
as the load. For a team or individual user, the capacity comes from:



The closest capacity symbol (for the team or individual) covering the same time period.
The default capacity for the team or individual, if there is no capacity symbol covering the
same period.

The first load symbol uses the default capacity 250h/week, while the second load symbol uses the
capacity 120h/week from the capacity symbol.
Load versus capacity in percent
The bottom part of the capacity symbol indicates load versus capacity in several ways:


A percentage value.
o If the percentage value is zero:
 A yellow text background indicates that the load is not estimated in hours,
and there is no capacity for taking care of the not-yet-estimated load.
 A white text background indicates that even though the load is not estimated
in hours, at least there is some capacity for taking care of the not-yetestimated load.

0% for Team A has a white background, because Team A has at least some capacity to take care of
the not-yet-estimated load from “A story”. 0% for Team B has a yellow background, since Team B has
no capacity at all specified for that period.



The colored “progress” bar fills the width of the symbol to illustrate load versus capacity (the
percent value).
The color of the “progress” bar indicates:
o If we are far from max capacity - green.
o If we are near max capacity - yellow.
 With default settings for Load thresholds, the threshold is 81%.
o If we are over max capacity - red.
 With default settings for Load thresholds, the threshold is 101%.

We get a red progress bar when load exceeds max capacity, a yellow progress bar when load is close
to max capacity and a green progress bar when load is further away from max capacity.

Load symbol position
Normally, the load symbol is positioned on the same start and end date as the corresponding
planned phase symbol.

The load symbol has the same start and end dates as the planned phase symbol, when the dates are
future dates.
However, for a planned phase start or end date that has already happened, the corresponding load
symbol is moved forward to today’s date. This also means that the load measured in hours per week
usually increases, since the number of hours per week will increase with a shorter period for doing
things.

The start date for the load symbol is moved forward to today’s date, giving us a shorter period for
doing the work.

Actual date symbols

An actual date symbol indicating that the Analysis phase for the epic started on December 19:th.
The actual date symbol is a narrow symbol that lives in the upper part of the timeline, close to the
planned phase symbols. The actual date symbol indicates actual start and end dates for the phase, as
derived from status changes for issues.

Approximative dates
Note that the shown start or end date is an approximation: The date may be shown one day before
or after the date it actually happened:

Even though everything happened on December 20, the Analysis start is shown at the beginning of
December 20, the Analysis end is shown at the end of December 20, and the Design start is shown at
the beginning of December 21.




As shown in the illustration above, the end of a phase is shown at the end of day X, and the
start of the next phase is shown at the start of day X+1, even though both events happened
on the same date.
Events that happen during the day are “rounded off” to either the start of the day (for events
happening before noon) or to the start of the next day (for events happening after noon).

Alternative 1: Actual dates from epic

If we want to visualize actual start and end dates with information taken from epic status changes,
we should set the Actual dates setting to ‘Parent’.



The actual start date is set to the date the epic transitioned to the status corresponding to
the phase.
The actual end date is set to the date the epic transitioned from the status corresponding to
the phase.

Alternative 2: Actual dates from planned phase issue

If we want to visualize actual start and end dates with information taken from planned phase issues
(stories or phases), we should set the Actual dates setting to ‘Phase’.



The actual start date is set to the date the planned phase issue transitioned from the To Do
status category to the In Progress status category.
The actual end date is set to the date the planned phase issue transitioned from the In
Progress status category to the Done status category.

Actual date symbols are matched with planned phase symbols by name, if they are both linked with
the same epic.

For the “A third story” issue, the actual start date happened before the planned start date. The
dashed right border of the actual date symbol indicates that the actual end date has not yet
happened.
If there is no matching planned phase symbol for an actual date symbol, then the actual date symbol
has a “+” button that we can use if we want to create a matching planned phase.

There are no matching planned phases for the Analysis and Design actual phases for the “My First
Epic” epic. We can create matching planned phases with the buttons in the actual date symbols.

Controls above the timeline

You can manipulate timeline contents & appearance with controls immediately above the timeline.
The top part of the Phases for Jira gadget contains a toolbar for manipulating the timeline.
1. Order
Specify the order that epics should be presented in. The choices are Rank, Name or Key.
2. Show
Specify if all epics should be shown (“All”), or only epics that have phases (“With phases”).

3. Granularity
a. Specify “Day” or “Week” granularity for the timeline.
b. You will probably most often work with the “Day” granularity.
c. When looking at the load versus capacity progress bars, it may be useful to “take a
step back” and look at the bigger picture by switching to the “Week” granularity. In
the weekly view, the load symbols are showing average load and capacity for the
week.

Load symbols with ”Day” granularity.

Load symbols with “Week” granularity.
4. Releases

Select a release/version to filter planned phases on that release.
5. Phases

Select a phase name to only see phases with that name. The list of phase names comes from
the Phase order setting.

The Phases setting can be found both in local gadget settings and in global app settings.
6. Rows for: Teams, Individuals
Select Teams if you want to see team rows in the load and capacities part of the timeline.
Select Individuals if you want to see rows for individuals. The “Total” row and the
“Unassigned” row are always shown. The corresponding Rows setting decides which rows
that should be visible when the page is first loaded.

The Rows setting can be found both in local gadget settings and in global app settings.
7. Main Filter
This text indicates the favorite filter used to fetch the issues shown in the timeline. To change
the filter, use the Filter setting.

The Filter setting can be found both in local gadget settings and in global app settings.
8. Refresh

This button refreshes the information shown in the timeline. This button can for instance be
used if you have added an epic to your project in another browser tab, and you want to see
the epic in the timeline to be able to add phases to the epic from the timeline.
9. Restore Hidden

You can hide rows in the timeline by pressing the ‘(x)’-button in the left column. Press the
Restore Hidden button to make all hidden rows visible again.
10. Subfilters

Subfilters in the Phases for Jira app are similar to quick filters in normal Jira Software boards.
The subfilters are declared with the Subfilters setting.

The Subfilters setting can be found both in local gadget settings and in global app settings.
11. Zoom in/Zoom out

Use these buttons to zoom the timeline in or out. Zooming can also be done by holding down
Ctrl and using the mouse scroll wheel over the timeline.

Global app settings & local gadget settings
You can configure the same set of settings for the Phases for Jira app in two places:
Place 1: Global app settings

Accessing global app settings.
Global app settings can be configured by the administrator.



Click on the Administration cog wheel, select Add-ons in the menu, and click on Phases in
the OTHER section in the left column.
The global settings act as default values for local gadget settings.

Place 2: Local gadget settings

Accessing local gadget settings.
Local gadget settings can be configured by dashboard editors of the dashboard hosting the Phases
for Jira gadget.


In the top-right corner of the gadget, click on “…” and select Edit.
o Quick tip: If the gadget height is very small, try selecting Edit a second time. This will
usually give you the gadget window height that you were expecting.

List of settings with explanations and default values
1. Project Key

Project key for project with issues we want to see in the timeline.
Default value: <No value>
2. Filter

Name of favorite filter used to point out issues of interest in the project for the timeline.
Default value: <No value>
Use the filter setting to pinpoint the issues that you want to see in the timeline, for instance
all issues associated with a sprint. You can use the filter to avoid too many issues in the
timeline.
3. Granularity

Default granularity for timeline. Set this to 'Day' or 'Week'.
Default value: Day
4. Rows

An indication of which type of load and capacity rows that should be shown as default.
Set this to 'Teams' or 'Individuals', or both (comma-separated).
Default value: Individuals
5. Parent issue type

The parent issue type is shown in the column to the left of the timeline, and is used to group
planned phase issues.
Default value: Epic
6. Planned phase issue type

The planned phase issue type is the main issue type in the timeline. For instance: 'Story'.
Default value: Story
7. Capacity issue type

The capacity issue type is used for storing capacity, for a team or individual,
in hours per week and for a specific period.
Default value: <No value>
8. Name length

Max length for epic and phase names before being truncated in both symbols and tooltips. 0
means no truncation.
Default value: 50
9. Actual dates

The source of start and end dates for actual date symbols.
Set this to either 'Parent (take actual dates from the epic)', 'Phase' (take actual dates from
the story) or 'No (do not show any actual date symbols)'.
Default value: <No value>
10. Start Date field

The name of the date picker field for planned phase issues that holds the start date
(for instance a custom field named 'Start Date').
Default value: <No value>
11. End Date field

The name of the date picker field for planned phase issues that holds the end date
(for instance 'Due Date').
Default value: <No value>
12. Team field

The name of the planned phase field that holds the name of the associated team. Field type
can be select list (multiple choices), labels or text field (single-line).
Default value: <No value>
13. Ranking field

The name of the ranking field as used in filters (for instance 'Rank').
Default value: Rank

14. Epic Link field

The name of the Epic Link field for planned phase issues that associates them with epics.
Default value: Epic Link
15. Epic phase date fields

A comma-separated list of names of date picker fields in the epic issue type that are intended
to hold actual start or end dates for phases. For instance: 'P1, P2'.
Example value: Analysis, Design, Test
Default value: <No value>
a. As default, the date picker field holds the start date.
i. To specify that a field holds a start date: ‘P1(start)’
ii. To specify that a field holds an end date: ‘P2(end)’
b. The date picker field mentioned here will as default automatically get a value (if it
does not already have a value), when the epic transitions to or from the
corresponding status.
i. To specify that a field should be auto-filled: ‘P1(auto)’
ii. To specify that a field should not be auto-filled: ‘P1(manual)’
iii. To specify many things for one field, use semicolon: ‘P1(auto; start)’
c. Note that field names can be longer than the phase name we want to match with. In
the field name, everything after “-“ or “_” will be ignored when matching with a
phase name. For instance, field name ‘P1-date’ will match phase name ‘P1’.
16. Phase order

A comma-separated list of phase names in the order they are done. For instance: 'P1, P2'.
Default value: <No value>
a. If one name is given for a phase, for instance Analysis, then the planned phase name
is used also in an attempt to match one epic status name or epic phase date field to
get actual start and end dates for the phase.
b. If two names are given, for instance Design(In Progress), then the first name Design
is used as the planned phase name, and the second name In Progress is used when
attempting to match an epic status name or epic phase date field.
17. Phase length

The default length in days for a planned phase. For instance: '7'.
Default value: 7
18. Days between

The default number of days between two planned phases. For instance: '0'.
Default value: 0
19. Get actual dates from

A comma-separated and ordered list of ways of extracting actual start and end dates from
epics. For instance: 'Date fields, History'.
Default value: Date fields, History
a. If ‘Date fields’ is mentioned, actual start and end dates will be extracted from epic
phase date fields according to how they are configured with the Epic phase date
fields setting.
b. If ‘History’ is mentioned, actual start and end dates will be extracted from the epic
status change history.
c. The order is important. For instance, when ‘Get actual dates from’ is set to ‘Date
fields, History’: If a date was found using date fields, the Phases for Jira app will not
search for that date using the history.
20. Subfilters

A comma-separated list of subfilters with JQL.
Default value: <No value>
a. Each subfilter becomes a button above the timeline, making it easy to turn on or off
that subfilter.
21. Load thresholds

A comma-separated list of load threshold colors (with percent values).
Default value: Yellow (81), Red (101)
a. With the default value, the progress bar in the load symbol will be:
i. Green for values up to 80%.
ii. Yellow for values between 81% and 100%
iii. Red for values 101% and above.
22. Team capacities

A comma-separated list of team names with default capacities in hours per week. For
instance: 'Team A (80), Team B (100)'.
Default value: <No value>
a. This is the way to specify default capacities for teams. To specify any other capacity
for a limited period for a team, use a capacity symbol in the bottom of the timeline.
23. User capacities

A comma-separated list of user names with default capacities in hours per week. For
instance: 'Anders Andersson (80), Carl Carlsson (100)'.
Default value: <No value>
a. This is the way to specify default capacities for individuals. To specify any other
capacity for a limited period for an individual, use a capacity symbol in the bottom of
the timeline.

Configuring a Jira project for use with the Phases for Jira app
In Jira Software as an administrator, navigate to the project you want to adapt for use with the
Phases for Jira app, or create a new Jira Software project.
Briefly about installing a local Jira instance on your laptop
If you want to try out the Phases for Jira app without changing the configuration of your main Jira
Software instance, you can download the latest version of Jira Software from
https://www.atlassian.com/download . You will need a free Atlassian account to do so. When you
install Jira Software, you will get a temporary evaluation license.
Create a Kanban project
Here are the steps to create a Kanban project in Jira Software. (A Scrum project will also work.)
1.
2.
3.
4.

In the Projects menu, select the Create project menu choice.
On the Create project dialog page, select Kanban software development and press Next.
On the Kanban software development dialog page, press Select.
On the next Kanban software development dialog page, fill in a project Name and press
Submit.

Configure the Jira project for use with the Phases for Jira app
In the description below, we are assuming that the main issue type we are using in our project is the
Story issue type, and stories can be linked to Epics.
As compared to a standard Jira project with stories and epics, the Phases for Jira app needs the
following additional things: (Details about how these things are configured will follow in subsequent
sections.)
1. We want to have an issue type that can be used for storing planned phases: We can either
use our main issue type Story, or create a separate Phase issue type. We start with the same
configuration as a standard Story issue type, and we change the following things. We should:
a. Add a Team field.
b. Add a Start Date field.
c. Make the Due Date field visible.
d. Turn on Time tracking to make Original estimate, Remaining estimate and Log work
available.
2. We want to have an issue type for storing capacities.
a. The recommended way is to create a separate issue type called Capacity for this,
with the same configuration as the issue type used for planned phases (Story or
Phase).
b. For an initial evaluation, we can reuse the issue type used for planned phases also for
capacities, but any planned phase issue not linked to an epic will be treated as a
capacity by the Phases for Jira app.
3. We want the Epic issue type to have the following things:
a. Add a Team field.
b. Since the epic issue type is normally sharing the same configuration as the Story
issue type, we will get Start Date, Due Date, Original estimate and Remaining
estimate visible also for Epics.

c. Not necessary, but: We may want to adjust names of states, to match the phase
names we want to use. A more common alternative is to leave the state names as
they are, and map phase names to state names.
d. We may want to add Phase date fields (for the Epic issue type), for storing dates for
important state changes in a more explicit way, either automatically or manually.
4. We want to have a favorite filter that can be used to find the issues we want to appear in the
Phases for Jira timeline.

An issue type for planned phases
The issue type we select for planned phases should have an Epic Link field pointing out the epic we
are planning the phase for. We can for instance use the same configuration as the story issue type.
Alternative 1: Use Story as the issue type for planned phases. Use this alternative if your main focus
is the stories themselves, and you do not find the epic status values of much interest. In this case,
you can skip part 1 of the steps below, and jump straight to part 2.
Alternative 2: Create a new Phase issue type for planned phases. Use this alternative if you want to
separate epic phases (for instance Analysis, Design, Test…) from stories linked to the same epic. To
create a new Phase issue type, follow the steps below.
Part 1: To create a new Phase issue type based on the story issue type, do the following:
1. Select Administration cog wheel > Issues > Issue Types
2. Press Add issue type.
3. In the Add Issue Type dialog, specify:
a. Name: Phase
b. Description: Holds information about planned phases for an Epic. Used in the
timeline shown by the Phases dashboard gadget.
c. Type: Standard Issue Type
4. Press the Add button to close the dialog.
5. Select Projects > [Your project name] > Project Settings cog wheel.
6. Under Issue types, click on the scheme link.
7. Actions > Edit Issue Types
8. Move the Phase issue type from Available Issue Types to Issue Types for Current Scheme.
9. Press Save.
10. To make the Phase issue type more similar to the Story issue type:
a. Click on the Project Settings cog wheel.
b. Under Screens, click on the Issue Type Screen Scheme link.
c. Select Actions > Edit Screens
d. Click on Associate an issue type with a screen scheme
e. In the dialog, specify:
i. Issue Type: Phase
ii. Screen Scheme: Select the Kanban Default Screen Scheme used by the story
issue type in this project.
f. Press the Add button to close the dialog.

Part 2: To extend the issue type for planned phases for use by the Phases for Jira app, do the
following:
1. Create a new custom field for Team in the following way:
a. Select Administration cog wheel > Issues > Custom fields
b. Press the Add custom field button.
Alternative 1: If you want to use a field of field type Select List (multiple choices) to store associated
team: (With this alternative, the administrator must specify possible team names while configuring
the project.)
c. In the Select a Field Type dialog, select Select List (multiple choices) and press Next.
d. In the Configure ‘Select List (multiple choices)’ Field dialog, specify the following:
i. Name: Team
ii. Description: The team the issue is assigned to.
iii. Options: Write the name of each team that should be available. Use the Add
button for each new team.
Alternative 2: If you want to use a field of type Labels to store associated team: (With this
alternative, you cannot use spaces in team names.)
e. In the Configure ‘Labels’ Field dialog, specify the following:
i. Name: Team
ii. Description: The team the issue is assigned to.
Alternative 3: If you want to use a field of type Text Field (single-line) to store associated team:
f.

In the Configure ‘Text Field (single-line)’ Field dialog, specify the following:
i. Name: Team
ii. Description: The team the issue is assigned to.

End of alternative 3, steps below are for both alternatives.
g. Close the dialog by pressing the Create button.
i. You may get a dialog recommending you to re-index. We will re-index later,
when we have finished other configurations as well, so close this dialog for
now.
h. On the Associate field Team to screens page:
i. Put a checkmark for the Kanban Default Screen used in our project, since it
is used by our planned phase issue type (Phase or Story).
ii. Press the Update button.
2. Create a new custom field for Start Date in the following way:
a. Select Administration cog wheel > Issues > Custom fields
b. Press the Add custom field button.
c. In the Select a Field Type dialog, select Date Picker and press Next.
d. In the Configure ‘Date Picker’ Field dialog, specify the following:

i. Name: Start Date
ii. Description: The date a planned phase is planned to start.
e. Close the dialog by pressing the Create button.
i. You may get a dialog recommending you to re-index. We will re-index later,
when we have finished other configurations as well, so close this dialog for
now.
f. On the Associate field Start Date to screens page:
i. Put a checkmark for the Kanban Default Screen used in our project, since it
is used by our Phase (Story) issue type.
ii. Press the Update button.
3. We will use Due Date as the planned End Date for our Phase. To make the Due Date field
visible:
a. Select Projects > [Your Project Name] > Project settings cog wheel.
b. Under Screens, click on the link to the Kanban Default Screen Scheme for our
project.
c. On the Configure Screen Scheme page, click on the link to the Kanban Default
Screen for the project.
d. If Due Date is not already in the list:
i. Below the list, click in the Field name field and start typing Due Date to be
able to select the Due Date menu choice.
ii. Press the Add button.
1. If you get an error message here, that prevents you from adding the
Due Date field: Try restarting Jira.
4. Enable time tracking (Original estimate, Remaining estimate and Log work) for phases in the
following way:
a. If Time Tracking is not already in the list of fields for the Kanban Default Screen for
the project:
i. Below the list, click in the Field name field and start typing Time Tracking to
be able to select the Time Tracking menu choice.
ii. Press the Add button.

An issue type for storing capacities
We also need an issue type for storing non-default capacities for teams or individuals, for specific
periods.




The recommended way is to create a separate issue type called Capacity for this, with the
same configuration as the issue type used for planned phases. This is done as described
below.
For an initial evaluation, we can select one of the following alternatives (and skip ahead to
the next section):
o Use the Bug issue type, if that issue type is not used in our project already.
o Reuse the issue type used for planned phases also for capacities. With this
alternative, a planned phase issue not linked to an epic will be treated as a capacity.

To create a separate Capacity issue type:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Select Administration cog wheel > Issues
On the Issue types page, click on Add issue type.
In the dialog that appears, enter Capacity as the name.
We can leave other fields with default values, as we want to create a Standard Issue Type.
Press the Add button to close the dialog.
The new Capacity issue type is already associated with the Default Issue Type Scheme, just
like Story, so we do not have to do anything about that.
7. To make the Capacity issue type associated with the same schema as Story that is used in
our project:
a. Select Projects > [your project name] > Project settings cog wheel
b. In the Issue types section, click on the Scheme link
c. Click on the Actions button, and select the Edit issue types menu choice.
d. Drag the Capacity option from the Available Issue Types column to the Issue Types
for Current Scheme column.
e. Press the Save button.

Configuring the Epic issue type
It is time to consider if the Epic issue type should be extended to support the way we want to work
with phases.




Alternative 1: We use an existing issue type like Story for planned phases, and we want to
derive actual start and end dates from the Story issue type itself. In this case, we do not need
to reconfigure the epic issue type more than what we have already done for all default issue
types, and we can skip ahead to the next section.
Alternative 2: A phase is essentially an important epic status, with start and end dates. We
are comparing planned phase start and end dates with corresponding actual start and end
dates derived from the epic. The text below describes how we need to reconfigure the epic
issue type to support this.

Epic issue type configuration: The actual dates can be derived from state changes for the epic. For
this to work, we must match at least some of the phase names we want to use with some of the
available epic state names.
In our case, we are planning to have phase names called F0, F1, F2, F3 and “Planned F4”.
The Epic workflow uses these state names: Backlog, Selected for development, In progress and Done.



Alternative 1: Status “In Progress” is matched with phase name “In Progress”.
Alternative 2: Status “B” is matched with phase ”F0” declared as “F0(B)” in the Phase order
setting. (All settings are specified in an upcoming section.)

In our example, we will go for alternative 2.
It is time to consider if we should add epic phase date fields for the epic issue type, or not.







An epic phase date field is an epic field used to store a start or end date for a phase in the
epic itself, in a more visible way than what is available as default (the status transition is
mentioned in the issue history as default).
The epic phase date field can be filled in automatically when the epic transitions to the
corresponding epic status (for a start date field) or from the corresponding epic status (for an
end date field). As an alternative, the epic phase date field can be filled in manually.
Either the status history or the epic phase date fields (or both, with priority for one of them)
can be used as the source of information used to show actual start and end dates for the
phase in the timeline.

If you do not want to use epic phase date fields (and rely solely on issue status history for actual start
and end dates of phases), you can skip ahead to the next section.
To add two epic phase start date fields for the Epic issue type, do the following:
1. Create a new custom field for F0-date in the following way:
a. Select Administration cog wheel > Issues > Custom fields
b. Press the Add custom field button.
c. In the Select a Field Type dialog, select Date Picker and press Next.
d. In the Configure ‘Date Picker’ Field dialog, specify the following:
i. Name: F0-date
ii. Description: Actual start date for phase F0.
e. Close the dialog by pressing the Create button.
i. You may get a dialog recommending you to re-index. We will re-index later,
when we have finished other configurations as well, so close this dialog for
now.
f. On the Associate field F0-date to screens page:
i. Put a checkmark for the Kanban Default Issue Screen used in our project,
since it is used by our Epic issue type.
ii. Press the Update button.
2. Repeat the steps above, to also add an F1-date to the Epic issue type.

Re-index after configuration changes
We have now finished the reconfiguration of our project, to make the project suitable for use with
the Phases app. We can now do a re-index of Jira (to make it possible to search using the fields we
have added), in the following way:
1. With the web browser window selected, and the mouse pointer over the normal user
interface of Jira (without being in edit mode for anything), type “.”.
2. In the dialog that appears, type “indexing” in the Find Actions… text field.
3. Select the Indexing menu choice that appears.
4. We can go for a background re-index, so just press the Re-Index button.
5. When the progress bar says 100% complete, press the Acknowledge button.

If Jira later, when we try out the Phases for Jira app, cannot find all the fields we have added, the
cure is usually to restart the Jira instance.

Installing and configuring the Phases for Jira app
In the previous section, we configured the Jira project for use with the Phases for Jira app. Now, it is
time to install and configure the Phases for Jira app.
Check name of epic link field
First, we should check the name of the Epic Link field for a Phase issue. It may be something else, like
Epic Länk. Check this in the following way (in the normal Jira Software user interface):
1. Click on the Create button.
2. Select the planned phase issue type (Story, Bug or Phase).
3. Scroll down and look at what the Epic Link field is called. Remember the name used for Epic
Link (it may be “Epic Länk” or something similar).
4. Cancel the creation of the issue, and press OK in the confirmation dialog.
Check name of rank field
We should also find out the name used for the Rank field. It may be something else, like Rankning.
Check this in the following way (in the normal user interface):
1. At the top of the window, click on Issues and select the Search for issues menu choice.
2. Use the search page:
a. If you are in Basic search mode, click on More and find the name used for Rank in the
list.
b. If you are in Advanced search mode, start typing for instance “ra” and look at the
suggested name for Rank that appears.
3. Remember the name used for Rank. (It may be “Rankning” or something similar.)
Install the Phases for Jira app
Now, we can do the following to install the Phases for Jira app:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Select Administration cog wheel > Add-Ons.
On the Find new add-ons page, search the Marketplace for “Phases for Jira”.
On the row for Phases for Jira, click on Buy now or Free trial.
Close any introduction dialog for the Phases for Jira app.
Expand the Phases entry in the list of User-installed apps/add-ons.
Make sure the Phases app is enabled. If it is not, press the Enable button.
In the left column, in the OTHER section, there should now be a Phases link. If the link is not
visible, you may have to do one of the following things:
a. Reload the web page.
b. Erase web browser history for 24 hours and log in again.
c. Re-start Jira.

Create a favorite filter
We need a favorite filter that selects epics, planned phases and capacities that we want to show in
our timeline:
1. Select Issues > Search for issues

2. We can for instance create a filter that searches in this project and for issues of type Epic,
Phase or Capacity. With Basic search:
a. Under Project, select our project.
b. Under Type, select Epic, Phase and Capacity.
3. Press the Save as button.
4. In the dialog that appears, specify a favorite Filter Name, for instance “EpicPhase”.
5. Close the dialog by pressing the Save button.
Global and local settings for the Phases for Jira app
Global Phases for Jira settings act as default values for all Phases for Jira gadgets on dashboards.



Use global Phases for Jira settings if you want to reuse settings for several Phases for Jira
gadgets/timelines.
Global Phases for Jira settings are changed from Administration cog wheel > Add-Ons >
Phases.

You can override default settings in each Phases for Jira gadget on dashboards, using the local gadget
settings.


Local gadget settings are changed from your dashboard gadget (once we have created the
gadget, which is described later) in the following way: Dashboards > [Your dashboard name]
> “…” in upper right corner of the existing Phases gadget > Edit.

2. We have the following default settings for the Phases app (that we are going to change
according to the ”Change this to:” texts below, and we do these changes as global Phases for
Jira settings, for potential reuse in several Phases for Jira gadgets):
a. Project: <empty string>
i. Project key for project with issues we want to see in the timeline.
ii. Leave this value empty for now. We will configure this value in local gadget
settings later.
b. Filter: <empty string>
i. Name of favorite filter used to point out issues of interest in the project for
the timeline.
ii. Leave this value empty for now. We will configure this value in local gadget
settings later.
c. Granularity: Day
i. Default granularity for timeline. For instance: 'Day' or 'Week'.
d. Rows: Individuals
i. An indication of which type of load and capacity rows that should be shown
as default. For instance: 'Teams' or 'Individuals'.
ii. Change this to: Teams
e. Parent issue type: Epic
i. The parent issue type is shown in the column to the left of the timeline, and
is used to group planned phase issues.
f. Planned phase issue type: Story

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

l.

m.

n.

o.

i. The planned phase issue type is the main issue type in the timeline. For
instance: 'Story'.
ii. Change this to: Phase
Capacity issue type: <empty string>
i. The capacity issue type is used for storing capacity, for a team or individual,
in hours per week and for a specific period.
ii. Change this to: Capacity
Name length: 50
i. Max length for epic and phase names before being truncated. 0 means no
truncation.
Actual dates: Phase
i. The source of start and end dates for actual date symbols. Set this to either
'Parent', 'Phase' or 'No'.
ii. Change this to: Parent
Start Date field: Start Date
i. The name of the date picker field for planned phase issues that holds the
start date (for instance a custom field named 'Start Date').
ii. Change this to: Start Date
End Date field: Due Date
i. The name of the date picker field for planned phase issues that holds the end
date (for instance 'Due Date').
ii. Change this to: Due Date
Team field: <empty string>
i. The name of the planned phase field that holds the name of the associated
team. Field type can be select list (multiple choices), labels or text field
(single-line).
ii. Change this to: Team
Ranking field: Rank
i. The name of the ranking field for epics (for instance 'Ranking').
ii. Change this to: The name really used in your project for the Rank field, it may
be “Rankning” or something else.
Epic Link field: Epic Link
i. The name of the Epic Link field for planned phase issues that associates them
with epics (for instance 'Epic Link').
ii. Change this to: The field name really used in your project for the Phase issue.
It may be “Epic Länk”.
Epic phase date fields: <empty string>
i. A comma-separated list of names of date picker fields in the epic issue type
that are intended to hold actual start or end dates for phases. For instance:
'P1, P2'.
ii. As default, the mentioned fields are treated as start dates for the phase
indicated by the field name. If the field value represents an end date, add
“(end)” after the field name. For instance: If the value of this setting is “F0date, F1-date(end)”, then the F0-date epic field holds an actual start date for

p.

q.
r.
s.

t.

u.
v.

w.

the F0 phase, and the F1-date epic field holds an actual end date for the F1
phase.
iii. Change this to: F0-date, F1-date
Phase order: <empty string>
i. A comma-separated list of phase names, in the order the phases will be
used.
ii. Change this to: F0 (Selected for Development), F1 (In Progress), F2, Planned
F4
1. Our phases are named F0, F1, F2 and Planned F4.
2. Phase F0 is mapped to the Selected for Development status.
3. Phase F1 is mapped to the In Progress status.
4. Other phases are not mapped to any statuses.
iii. Another alternative would be: Analysis, Design, Implementation, Test,
Deployment, Done
Phase length: 7
i. The default length in days for a planned phase. For instance: '7'.
Days between: 0
i. The default number of days between two planned phases. For instance: '0'.
Get actual phases from: Date Fields, History
i. A comma-separated and ordered list of ways of extracting actual start and
end dates from epics. For instance: 'Date fields, History'.
1. “If Date fields” is mentioned, the Phases app will look for actual
phase dates in the date fields mentioned by the Epic phase date
fields setting.
2. If “History” is mentioned, the Phases app will look for actual phase
dates in the history of status changes for the issue.
3. The order is important. If “Date Fields” is mentioned before
“History”, and a phase date is found using a date field, then the
status history will not be examined.
Subfilters: <empty string>
i. A comma-separated list of sub filters with JQL. For instance:
Team A {Team in (Team A)}, Team B {Team in (Team B)}
ii. Similar to quick filters in boards. Each definition uses the following syntax:
“<sub filter name> { <jql for sub filter> }”.
iii. Change this to: Sub filter names and jql statements mentioning your team
names.
Load thresholds: Yellow (81), Red (101)
i. A comma-separated list of load threshold colors (with percent values).
Team capacities: <empty string>
i. A comma-separated list of team names with default capacities in hours per
week. For instance: 'Team A (80), Team B (100)'.
User capacities: <empty string>
i. A comma-separated list of user names with default capacities in hours per
week. For instance: 'Anders Andersson (80), Carl Carlsson (100)'.

3. When you have changed all settings that need a change, press the Save button, at the
bottom of the page.

Testing that the Phases for Jira app works as intended
Create a dashboard with a Phases for Jira gadget
Now, it is time to create a dashboard and add a Phases gadget to it:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Select Dashboards > Manage Dashboards.
Press the Create new dashboard button.
Specify a Name for the dashboard. For instance: My Dashboard
Press the Add button to create the dashboard.
Under Favorite Dashboards, click on the link to your dashboard.
As default, gadgets are laid out in two columns. One column is more suitable for the Phases
for Jira gadget:
a. Press the Edit layout button.
b. In the dialog that appears, select the one column layout.
7. Click on the add a new gadget link.
8. In the dialog that appears:
a. Find the Phases gadget in the list.
b. Click on the Add Gadget button once, for the Phases gadget.
c. Close the Add a gadget page by pressing the “x” button.
Configure the Phases for Jira gadget
You should now see the configuration page for the Phases gadget.


If the Phases gadget window has a very limited height:
Select “…” > Edit. This will usually make the Phases gadget window larger.

Here, you can override any global settings (or enter settings for the first time if you have not
configured them as global settings).
You can for instance configure the gadget in the following way:
1. In the Project Key field, specify the project key for your project.
2. In the Filter field, specify the name of the favorite filter we created earlier (EpicPhase).
3. Press the Save button at the bottom of the screen.
If you get an error dialog such as…
Phases Plugin
Error: Could not find a field named Epic Link for the Phase issue type
…then this indicates that you should go back and review the global settings for the Phases app. You
may for instance have to change “Epic Link” to “Epic Länk” or something similar:
1. Administration cog wheel > Add-ons > Phases
2. Change one or several global settings for the Phases for Jira app.
3. Press the Save button.

Check if your changed global settings helped, by navigating back to the Phases gadget:
1. Select Dashboards > My Dashboard
A first look at the Phases for Jira timeline

The Phases for Jira timeline for an empty project.
If we started with an empty Jira project, and if everything is set up in a correct way, you should see a
timeline, with one “row”: One fake epic to the left, and one fake planned phase symbol in the
timeline. Let us create one epic and one planned phase, to have something to look at:
1. Create an epic in the project in the normal Jira Software way.
2. Create a planned phase issue by pressing the ‘+’ button in the left column.

The Phases for Jira timeline with one epic (TEST-5) and one planned phase (TEST-6).
Now that we have at least one epic issue and one planned phase issue, we can investigate the Phases
for Jira timeline further:
1. You can navigate to the epic issue details by clicking on the epic key link above the epic
name.
2. You can navigate to the planned phase issue details by clicking on the planned phase key link
close to the planned phase name.
3. You can zoom in or out on the timeline by pressing the Zoom in or Zoom out buttons, or by
holding down the Ctrl key and using the mouse scroll wheel (or dragging two fingers up or
down on the touchpad).
4. You can move along the timeline by dragging the timeline left or right.

5. You can see start and end dates and other details for a planned phase by hoovering the
mouse pointer over the planned phase symbol to see the tooltip.
6. You can change dates for a planned phase in one of the following ways:
a. Alternative 1: Change dates by dragging the planned phase symbol in the timeline
view:
i. Option 1: Drag the symbol left or right to change both start and end date at
the same time. (After pressing down the mouse button to initiate the drag,
wait briefly until the symbol border changes color to indicate that the symbol
is selected, before moving the mouse pointer. If you do not wait, the
complete timeline will be dragged instead.)
ii. Option 2: Click on the planned phase symbol to select the symbol.
1. Drag the right border left or right to change the end date.
2. Drag the left border left or right to change the start date.
b. Alternative 2: Change date field values on the issue details page.
i. Click on the planned phase issue key link in the planned phase symbol.
ii. Click on the Edit button.
iii. Scroll down to the Start Date and Due Date fields.
iv. Enter a new date by clicking on the calendar button to the right of the date
field you want to change.
v. Press the Update button.
vi. Click on Dashboards > My Dashboard to see the timeline with the updated
dates.

Adding actual date symbols to the timeline
7. Set status for our Epic to Selected for development, to get an actual start date for the F0
phase:
a. In the timeline view: Click on the epic key link (TEST-1 or something similar).
b. Click on the Selected for Development button.
c. The F0-date field value will be set to the current date (right column).
i. Note that the functionality filling in epic phase date field values is using the
global setting for Phase order to match phase names with status names. This
functionality is not using any local gadget settings, because it is operating
outside the gadget.
d. Go back to the timeline view with Dashboards > My Dashboard.
e. Click on the planned phase key link for planned phase F0.
f. Click on the Edit button for the planned phase issue.
g. Set the Epic Link field to point to the epic.
h. Close the Edit Issue dialog with the Update button.
i. Go back to the timeline view with Dashboards > My Dashboard.
j. The timeline now shows both the planned phase symbol for F0 (the dashed border
symbol with a link) and a new actual dates symbol (the solid border). The planned
phase symbol partially overlaps the actual date symbol to indicate that they are both
about the same phase.

The actual start date is before the planned start date for phase F0.
8. Set status for our Epic to In Progress (F1), to get an actual end date for the F0 phase and an
actual start date for the F1 phase:
a. In the timeline view: Click on the epic key link (TEST-1 or something similar).
b. Click on the Workflow > In Progress button.
c. The F1-date field value will be set to the current date (right column).
i. Note that the functionality filling in epic phase date field values is using the
global setting for Phase order to match phase names with status names. This
functionality is not using any local gadget settings, because it is operating
outside the gadget.
d. Go back to the timeline view with Dashboards > My Dashboard.
e. The timeline now shows the actual phase symbol F0 (with a solid border) as having
start at today’s date and end at the end of today. There is also an actual start date
for phase F1 with today as the start date.

Phase F0 (corresponding to status Selected for Development) with actual start and end dates at the
start and end of the same day.

Add additional planned phases
9. We have not yet planned phase F1. Let us do that now:
a. In the actual dates symbol for phase F1, click on the small Add Matching Planned
Phase button.
b. We can click on planned phase F1 to change Start Date and Due Date for the new
planned phase, but we will skip that for now.
10. To plan also for phase F2:
a. Press the Add Planned Phase button below the epic.
b. New planned phase F2 has been added to the timeline (since that is the first missing
planned phase according to the phase order we specified in the global settings for
the Phases app).

Our timeline with three planned phases and two actual date symbols.

Information shown for a planned phase
Let us look at the information that can be shown for a planned phase.

1. Currently, we can see the planned phase name and the status for the planned phase, in the
planned phase symbol. The “i” icons in the symbol have tooltips telling us to:
a. Add a Remaining Estimate for this phase
b. Associate this issue with a team
2. The planned phase symbol can also show team, assignee, release (fix version/s) and
remaining estimate.
3. Do the following, to associate a planned phase with a team:
a. Click on the planned phase issue key link in the planned phase symbol.
b. In the Team field, select the name of a team, for instance Team A.
c. Navigate back to the dashboard with Dashboards > My Dashboard.
d. Notice that the team name is now visible in the planned phase symbol.
4. Do the following, to assign the planned phase to an individual:
a. Click on the planned phase issue key link in the planned phase symbol.
b. Edit Assignee, for instance by clicking on the Assign to me link.
c. Go back to the timeline with Dashboards > My Dashboard.
d. Notice that the planned phase symbol now also mentions the name of the individual
that has been assigned to the phase.
5. Do the following, to assign the planned phase with a release (Fix Version/s):
a. First, we must define one or two releases for the project:
i. Select Projects > [Our project]
ii. Select Project settings cog wheel > Versions
iii. On the Releases page, fill in version name and press Add, to create Version 1
and Version 2. You can specify release dates also, if you want to.
b. Now, we can associate a planned phase with a version:
i. Select Dashboards > My Dashboard
ii. Click on the planned phase issue key link in the planned phase symbol.
iii. Type the start of the name of one of the releases we defined, in the Fix
Version/s field.
iv. Click on the menu choice with the release.
v. Press the “checkbox button” to set the value for the field.
vi. Go back to the timeline with Dashboards > My Dashboard
vii. Notice that the name of the release is shown in the planned phase symbol.
viii. Notice that the release is now shown as a yellow release symbol on the
timeline.

Hmm, phase F2 is planned to end on January 13, but the release date for Version 1 is January 9.
6. Do the following, to specify a remaining estimate for a planned phase:
a. Alternative 1:
i. Click on the text (for instance “-h”) indicating the current estimate in hours in
the planned phase symbol.
ii. Type the new value in the field, in the symbol. For instance: “50h”
iii. Press return or click outside the field, to confirm the new value.
b. Alternative 2:
i. Click on the planned phase issue key link in the planned phase symbol.
ii. Click on the Edit button.
iii. Scroll down to the Original Estimate field.
iv. Fill in an Original Estimate, for instance “3w” for 3 man weeks.
v. Press the Update button.
vi. In the right column for the planned phase, notice that you now can see Time
Tracking values:
1. Estimated: 3w
2. Remaining: 3w
3. Logged: Not specified
vii. Navigate to the timeline with Dashboards > My Dashboard.
viii. Notice that the planned phase symbol now shows the remaining estimate in
hours (3 weeks = 120 hours if we work 40 hours per week).

The background color of the planned phase matches the team row left column background color, to
indicate the team also with colors.

c. Click on the planned phase issue key link in the planned phase symbol again.
d. The team working on this phase can now log work:
i. Click on More > Log Work
ii. In the time spent field, enter “4d”.
iii. Press the Log button.
e. Notice how time tracking is reported in the right column of the planned phase:
i. Estimated: 3w
ii. Remaining: 2w 1d
iii. Logged: 4d
f. Navigate to the timeline with Dashboards > My Dashboard.
g. Notice that the remaining estimate value in the planned phase symbol has decreased
to 88 hours.

Appendix 1: FAQ
Can I hide all actual date symbols?
Yes you can: Change the “Actual dates” setting value to “No”.
Why do some days have a yellow background?
This is because that day is the end date for a version or release in the project. To see the name of the
version or release, zoom in on the yellow day and look at the first row.
Why can’t I edit capacity on the Total row?
The capacity on the total row is a summary of capacities specified in other places. You should edit
these individual capacities instead.
Where is capacity on the Total row coming from?
Capacities are coming from both teams and individuals, independently of if they are shown on screen
as teams and user rows or not. And remember that the default capacity for a team/user is used, if
there is no specific capacity for that team/user during the period of interest.
A capacity symbol is overlapping a load symbol! What can I do?
The symbols will be separated if you change the time scale in the timeline.
How can I change the time scale in the timeline?
You can use the Zoom in and Zoom out buttons. You can also hold down the Ctrl key while scrolling
the mouse wheel over the timeline.
How are phases matched with epic statuses?
The Phase order setting specifies the phases we want to work with. Each phase corresponds to an
important epic status value.



When Phase order is set to “In Progress, Testing”, there should be matching status names for
the epic.
When Phase order is set to “P1(In Progress), P2(Testing)”, phase name “P1” is matched with
epic status name “In Progress”.

Which configuration changes do I need to do in Jira Software, to run Phases for Jira?
It depends on how you want to use Phases for Jira, but for the most common case (using epics and
stories, with story as the phase issue type, and creating a capacity issue type similar to the story issue
type), you need to:
1. Create a Start Date (date picker) custom field.
2. Create a Team (select list – multiple choices, labels, or text field – single line) custom field.
3. Make Start Date, Due Date, Team and Remaining Estimate (Time Tracking) visible for the
Story issue type.
4. Create a Capacity issue type with the same configuration as the Story issue type.
a. As an alternative: If you are not using the Bug issue type, you can use the Bug issue
type as the Capacity issue type.

Appendix 2: Release notes
Version history
2019-01-01: Version 1.1 – This is the first version of the Phases for Jira app that is available through
the Atlassian marketplace.
Known limitations in the current version
Not yet supported: Assigning a planned phase to several teams.
Capacity symbols may overlap load symbols when the timeline is initially loaded. Workaround:
Change the scale of the timeline to separate the symbols.
Thank you
The authors of the Phases for Jira app are grateful for the following work done by others, which was
very helpful when creating the Phases for Jira app:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

vis.js http://visjs.org/
vis.js timeline example at https://codepen.io/jean2607/pen/gWeyzB by Jean Gorene
timeline-plus https://github.com/yotamberk/timeline-plus by Yotam Berkowitz
moment.js https://momentjs.com/
fontawesome https://fontawesome.com/

Appendix 2: Support
If you have any questions about the Phases for Jira app, send an email to:
support@sellegi.se

Thank you for using the Phases for Jira app!

